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Wanted my last e-mail on this computer (to be disengaged as soon as I finish this message... reminds me of all 

those old, original, Star Trek episodes where Kirk would convince some renegade super-computer to kill 

itself...) to you two. Hope you're hanging in there (as I'm sure you are).Kevin, don't think this gets you out of 

seeing all the Ireland photos sooner or later (plus, I know you still have some music of mine, you thief, though I 

can no longer remember which CD/tape....clever, very clever!)Laura, congrats on what I'm sure is a top-notch 

job closing out and getting tons of important stuff done. Book review: have you read Gregory Maguire's 

Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West? A retelling of the Wizard of Oz story, from the 

point of view of the maligned Wicked Witch of the West. Very good, if (in the end) sad and grim. Reminds me 

of Mists of Avalon, insofar as it relates a very different and compelling version of a classic tale (and also insofar 

as you know how the story ends before you start but it doesn't seem to matter). Starts a little slow, but then 

picks up. All the main characters are women, despite the author being a male. Animal rights stuff, too (the 

witch is very pro-animal). Anyway, very interesting, if you're short on reading after 9/30.Thanks for everything. 

Sure to see you two, one way or another, at some point. Good job bringing the Board safely into port.I'm sure 

you're too busy to be sad yet, so Finnie and I will pout for all of us today. Take care.Joe
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